Music Review

Class Act 3
In reviewing the past year, it seems
incredible that our musicians packed so
many performances in such short space of
time, both in and out of school. On a very
wet Saturday in November the Jazz Band
played on the Worshipful Company of
Fletcher’s and Bowyer’s float at the Lord
Mayor’s Show. Despite the rain and the very
early start, the band had a great day out
playing to the thousands lining the streets in
the City. Our thanks go to the Company for
entertaining our musicians so well.
Music of a different kind was played when
our GCSE musicians and Music Scholars
spent a day at Reading University playing
on a Balinese Gamelan. World music is
now a key element of both GCSE and Alevel music. Both the pupils and staff
relished the opportunity playing the
beautiful and intricate Indonesian music.
Back on home territory our various
ensembles and choirs spent the opening
weeks of the year preparing for the Junior

and Senior Autumn Concerts. Cantabile
and Phoenix alongside the now well
established Junior Concert Orchestra,
together with Junior Brass and Junior
Strings provided a great evening of musical
entertainment. Their Senior counterparts
did the same the following week in
November. It was also an opportunity for
our new musical scholars to perform.
Stephanie Elstub, James Ellis, Yoo-Eun An
and Emily Yang all demonstrated the great
promise they have for the future.
The majority of the term was spent in
many hours preparing one of the most
eagerly anticipated musicals at Freemen’s.
A cast of 60 pupils performed Andrew
Lloyd Webber’s notoriously demanding
musical Evita to sell out audiences in
December. Freemen’s was one of the first
schools in the country to be granted the
performing rights and the performances
were regarded as among the finest musical
theatre ever seen at the School. The plaudits
flooded in for weeks after the event. We

were very fortunate to have five excellent
principals supported by a committed
chorus. Katie Rutherford played the role of
the Mistress with great poignancy and Will
Nash was debonair as the club singer
Magaldi. Tim Peters sang the role of Che
with great authority and Jack Flammiger
played the role of Peron with great insight
into the complex characterisation. Clara
Hutter’s performance as the lead, Eva
Peron, was simply a “tour de force”. She
was utterly convincing in this huge role.
Long will it be remembered at Freemen’s.
Another element that will live long in the
memory was the choreography staged by
professional dancer, Lucy Hall. Who will
ever forget the complexity of the chorus
moves in the number, Beunos Aires. The
look of the show was stunning. My thanks
go to Barbara Tong who spent many hours
purchasing hundreds of costumes. Evita
was technically the most demanding ever
staged in the Senior Hall. We were
fortunate to have the use of the new
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lighting rig which included three hidefinition projectors. These were used to
display an ever changing backdrop. The
whole cast is indebted to Sixth Form
student Joe Lott for assembling such a
complex video montage. Finally thanks to
our Director of Drama, Phil Tong, ably
supported by Theatre Technician, Chris
Ruby, for directing such a memorable show.
With Evita packed away our musicians were
quickly into Christmas mode. Camerata
made their annual pilgrimage to sing at the
Guild of Freemen’s Carol Service at St
Martin within Ludgate, followed by three
Carol Services in St Giles’ Church. The
Juniors also had a busy Christmas schedule
with three carol services of their own. This
year the services were tinged with sadness
as they were last to be led by the Chaplain,
Rev Daniel Rutherford. Daniel has been a
marvellous supporter of the music
department over many years, frequently
singing in Camerata and Polyphony and on
occasions playing trumpet in the orchestra.

Evita
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On our return after Christmas, our
musicians were immediately busy. At the
Invitation Concert in January, all our

senior music scholars performed with
great confidence and skill. This was
followed by a series of instrumental
concerts during the rest of the year. These
popular evenings allow members of the
instrumental staff to feature their pupils
whether they are a beginner or an
advanced players. Such is their popularity
that we are looking at increasing the
number of these concerts in the future.
Cantabile and Phoenix took part in Young
Voices at the O2 Arena in March, joining a
choir of 8000 singers who performed to a
packed venue. Although it was a very long
day, the pupils thoroughly enjoyed
themselves singing a wide variety of songs
and quickly learning all the dance moves!
House Music had a revamp this year with a
new scoring system for the auditions round.
It certainly proved to be a success with over
300 auditions performed prior to the finals
themselves. Mrs Sandie Mady from St
Christopher’s School, Epsom adjudicated
the Junior Competition and we were joined
by Mr Richard Burdett, Director of Music at
Bournemouth Grammar School for Girls, for
the Senior Competition.

MUSIC AND DRAMA
250 pupils took part in the eagerly awaited
Class Act 3 in April, the third Freemen’s
concert at the Dorking Hall’s to a sell-out
audience; the highlight of the musical year.
Lucy Cole performed Chaminade’s Flute
Concertino, Becky Baker played Bach’s G
minor Violin concerto and Daniel Sperrin
performed Sweet Georgia with the Jazz
Band. All major ensembles and choirs from
the school took part including Senior
Orchestra, Senior String Ensemble, Senior
Concert Band, Senior Brass Ensemble, Jazz
Band, Junior Concert Orchestra, Junior
Strings, Junior Wind Band, African
Drumming, Camerata, Polyphony,
Cantabile and Phoenix. All pupils
performed with great confidence and
musicality to give the audience a night to
remember. The concert opened with the
premiere performance of The Moment by
Peter Lam, a piece especially written for
the occasion. My thanks go to Mrs
Eaglestone who masterminded the
occasion. Sadly she was unable to be with

us on the night due to her maternity leave.
I am particularly grateful to Mrs Ashworth
who conducted the two junior choirs with
just two weeks rehearsal.
The year concluded with a busy schedule
for Prize Day – two concerts, Jazz Band
playing outside the Sports Hall, Senior
Brass announcing the arrival of the Lord
Mayor, the newly formed Jubilee Choir,
Cantabile and Junior Wind Band
performing in the Junior ceremony and
solos from Lucy Cole and Tor Walberg.
The evening before Prize Day we held our
Soireé in the Ferndale Theatre, this year a
joint event for Juniors and Seniors. It is
always tinged with sadness as we say
goodbye and thank you to our leaving
musicians. This year we were particularly
grateful to Lucy Cole, Daniel Sperrin,
Chris Etherington, Cat Chick, Peter Lam,
Philippa Ridgway and Darcy Taranto for
everything that they have contributed
towards music at Freemen’s.
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Many pupils have achieved musical
successes outside of school during the
year. Tim Peters and Samuel Strijdom are
members of the National Youth Choir of
Great Britain. Tim is also a member of the
Surrey Youth Choir and Surrey Advanced
Brass Ensemble. Peter Lam won first prize
in the Dulwich Symphony Orchestra’s
Young Composer’s Competition and is a
violinist in the prestigious Stoneleigh
Youth Orchestra. Marie O’Donovan played
the role of Kendra in Kingston Musical
Theatre’s production of 13 The Musical.
Lucy Cole passed her piano diploma with
distinction. Alastair Cockrem won the
organ class at the Godalming Music
Festival. At the start of the year Becky
Baker became organ scholar at St Martin’s
Church in Dorking. Sarah Etherington,
Oliver Baylis and Emma Bridgland are
members of the National Children’s
Orchestra of Great Britain. Oliver also won
two Brass classes at the Godaming Music
Festival and a class at the Richmond Music
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Festival. To round off such a successful
year our Junior String Quartet and Junior
String Trio gained honours at the Reigate
Music Festival with the latter winning
their respective class.
2011-2012 will be remembered for so many
reasons. Our musicians have excelled
themselves in every respect, performing
such a diverse amount of music to a high
standard and most important of all
enjoying it!
Mr Paul Dodds

Junior House Music

O2 - Singing Voices

Senior House Music
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Drama Review
Once again this has been a very busy year
for the Drama Department. It began with
our Year 11 GCSE students presenting
performances of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream and Measure for Measure at
Leatherhead Theatre in the Shakespeare
Schools Festival. Lorna McKellar, in
particular, was a standout, but there were
several other fine performances including
Dan Sareen as Angelo and Alex Duke,
Laura Douglas, Max Davies and Clara
Hutter as the lovers, together with Celine
O’Donovan’s febrile Puck.
Later in the term there was an ambitious
and adventurous multi-media production of
Evita. This production was built around a
tour-de-force performance by Clara Hutter,
who excelled in the role of Eva Peron. She
was ably supported by Tim Peters as Che
Guevara, Jack Flammiger as Juan Peron and
Will Nash as Magaldi. Joseph Lott should be
congratulated on the films he created to
accompany the action on stage from archive
material together with his atmospheric
lighting design that really captured the
changing mood of the piece.
Next up were our Upper 6 students who
performed a piece of their own devising
called Exit Wounds. This challenging piece
dealt with the complex issue of terrorism
and female suicide bombers. The piece was
both moving and thought provoking and
Jess Ventham, Sarah Moore and Livvy
Laverock are to be congratulated on this fine
piece. It is a feature of this aspect of the
examination that students are required to
address an issue that seems important to
them and that relates in some way to the
political, social and historical context of our
times and this piece certainly addressed the
way in which young people can be brought
under the spell of terrorist influences.

Boy Who Fell
Boy Who Fell

Boy Who Fell

Following close behind were the AS-level
groups who presented some striking
physical theatre in Pool No Water by Mark
Ravenhill, for which Joseph Lott designed
the lighting and enhanced the whole
spectacle of the piece with brilliant video
modelling. This was a technical breakthrough for us at Freemen’s and it will be
interesting to see if he can top this in
Upper 6. The actors produced some
breathtaking work with Claire Mengham
and Liam Fernandez outstanding.
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In the following week the mood changed
entirely with the surreal comedy A Bucket of
Eels. This wonderful piece by Paul Godfrey
follows the fall out of Nick who decides late
on that he can’t go through with his
marriage to Julia. There were some terrific
performances but Olivia Bieri, Kitty Brookes
and Harry Househam stole the show with
some very funny moments.

Bucket of Eels

For the Love of Willie
For the Love of Willie

For the Love of Willie

In May we then had The Four Quartets, an
evening of original writing by our Year 11
GCSE students. This is the first time all
groups have shown original work and all
four pieces were outstanding. The show
opened with Jack and Gill, an exploration
of male/female relationships in the early
1950s. This piece showcased the work of
Kat Daly and Laura Douglas who were
both very strong in the central female
roles, and Alex Duke, who once again
demonstrated what a very good actor he
has become. Next up was The Prodigal Son,
a piece about the aftermath of the troubles
in Northern Ireland; largely written by
Jack Flammiger. In this complex piece Jack
played a young man who was fleeing his
part in the betrayal of members of his
family with terrorist sympathies to the
authorities. This strong performance was
matched by Celine O’Donovan and Clara
Hutter and a wonderful cameo from Jess
Musgrove as Jack’s aging mother. This was
followed by Girl on a Train; a piece
exploring the tragedy that war can bring,
and the sometimes terrible consequences
of trying to do the right thing. There were
standout performances by Maia Penfold
and Jack Hamer. There was barely a dry
eye in the house after these two had
finished. Finally the evening closed with
Positive Result, a piece about sexually
transmitted disease, and the sometimes
hidden dangers to our sexual health. This
piece was written by Daniel Sareen and is
certainly one of the best pieces of writing I
have ever had from a student of his age. It
was matched by a fantastic central
performance by Dan himself together with
a real tour de force ensemble of Lorna
McKellar, Hugo Solway, Libby Wells,
Laurence Belcher and Issy Pickett. Special
mention must go to the fine performance
of Issy who perhaps does not regard
herself as a performer but yet proved what
a fabulous actress she has become.
The school year drew to a close with a piece
performed by our Year 10 GCSE students,
that many also saw on Prize Day, The Boy
Who Fell Into A Book by Alan Aykbourn. This
production also raised a great deal of money
for the Year 10 charity. This was a terrific
ensemble effort from these young students
and promises much for the future; Cameron
Watson, particularly, shone as the
belligerent gumshoe.
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Shakespeare - Tiitania and Botttom
Finally the year was brought to a close
with the highly successful Edinburgh
Festival production of For the Love of Willie.
This show, adapted from the novel of the
same name by Agnes Owens was a critical
success in Edinburgh, gaining four and
three star reviews in the national press.
Below are some extracts from the reviews
that give a flavour of the performance and
the standard of work we are now able to
produce here at Freemen’s.
‘The City of London Freemen’s School has
been performing at the Fringe for over a
decade and they consistently produce
quality work; this year is no exception.’
‘James Cole Ezen plays the eponymous
Willie Roper with deftness beyond his
years. The charm with which he disarms
Peggy is edged with a creepiness that
bodes ill for the future of the relationship
he so clearly wishes to develop. Similarly,
Claire Mengham plays Peggy’s mother
with utter conviction. Her knowing
remonstrations towards her daughter give
her character a believability and maternal
quality that make her utterly relatable.’
‘The performances of the two bickering old
ladies are delightful to watch: Abby
Hampden (Old Peggy) conveys a notable
thoughtful maturity, and Lorna McKellar’s
(The Duchess) portrayal is both emotive
and amusing. Laura Douglas (Young

Peggy) captures the youthful meekness
and latent strength of the character,
resigned to let others make decisions about
her life, until she makes a life-changing
resolution of her own.’
‘A large cast of capable young actors, some
shone even in smaller roles: among others,
Grace Roger (Lily), Olivia Bieri (Mrs
Roper) and Dan Sareen (Boris) were all
understated and believable.’
As for past students, Andrew Garfield was
revealed to the world as the new
Spiderman; whilst still wowing critics and
audiences alike on Broadway with Philip
Seymour Hoffman in Arthur Miller’s,
Death of a Salesman. Faye Winter had a
season at Watford Palace doing Our Father
the new Charlotte Keatley play, and went
on to appear in Bash at Baron’s Court
Theatre, where she was nominated for an
Off West End award as Best Actress. Steph
Hyam graduated as an actor from
Mountview this summer and was one of
only 17 Laurence Olivier bursaries
awarded for her work in her final year. I
saw her in her final show, Electra, and she
was terrific; so it was no surprise that she
gained an agent straightaway and has
already begun work on a short film. Watch
this space; we are destined to see more of
this great actress.

Pool No Water

Pool No Water
Shakespeare - In Prison

Mr Phil Tong
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Juniors'
Got Talent
This year we were highly entertained
by a large number of Junior School
pupils in the annual talent shows.
The evening of Tuesday 20th March
saw members of Form 1, Lower 2,
Upper 2 and Lower 3 take to the stage
and demonstrate their considerable
talents in the fields of singing, dancing
and acting. All the children performed
superbly on the big stage and we look
forward to seeing them performing
again next year.
On the evening of Thursday 22nd
March it was the turn of pupils in
Lower 3, Upper 3 and Lower 4 and,
once again, they provided an excellent
evening of very varied entertainment.
The evening started with an Oasis song
and culminated with four Lower 4 girls
dancing. The panel of judges, Miss
Butterwick, Mrs Cooper and Mr
Metcalfe, deliberated long and hard
before choosing their eventual winners
who were:
Highly Commended Awards: The
Food Fighters (James Stanley, Matthew
Stanley, Alex Lane, Luke Butcher and
Charlie Bolam); Haven’t Met You Yet
(Annie Foster); Camping with Sherlock
(Matthew Parisi and Benedict Connor);
Bouncey Knowles (Leonidas Kanavos);
Harry Potter in 90 Seconds (Suzy-May
Lister, Izzy England, Anna Goldman,
Abi Jordan and Sheree Paton) and
Invasion (David Lingard and Tom
Clark)
Solo Performer: Jar of Hearts (Charlie
Jowitt)
Group Music: Four Chords (Marie
O’Donovan, Izzy Nash and Zara
Bailey)
Group Drama: Your Name, Sir? (Ben
Sidwell and Victor Fohn)
The two talent shows together raised
about £1500 for the Junior School
charities.
Mrs Helen Irwin and Mrs Janet Wilby
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Hamlet
To be or not to be – that was the question
for our Upper 2 and Lower 3 children on
Monday 2nd and Tuesday 3rd July.
120 children, including a 20 piece
orchestra; five singing gravediggers; more
than 40 dancers and a large chorus, were
involved in producing two stunning and
energetic performances of Shakespeare 4
Kidz’ Hamlet.
Jacob Bircher was an outstanding Hamlet,
whose long soliloquies astounded the
audience. Alice Bridgland’s performance
of Ophelia’s Lament was breathtaking,
accompanied by the beautiful harmonies
of Olivia Wilson. Many other amazing
individual and group performances
combined seamlessly to produce a
spectacle of which all of the children can
be rightly proud.
Thank you: to Mr Metcalfe for his
inspirational direction; to Mrs Smith for
arranging orchestra parts and directing
some stunning musical performances; to
Mrs Jowitt for her beautiful choreography

and to everyone else who worked
tirelessly behind the scenes to make this
performance such a success.

Mrs Smith and Mrs Gillespie shouldn’t be
underestimated: they worked a wonder in
composing all of the orchestra parts.

Mrs Sarah Gillespie
This all new production was the best yet: it
had it all from murder to romance. “If you
are alive at the start of the play, you’re dead
at the end,” Mr Metcalfe remarked at the
start of rehearsals. He chose the play
because he likes to do a Shakespeare play
every two years and Hamlet is well known.
After being asked about singing a solo
Marnie Ashbridge (Polonius) said; “It’s a
lot of pressure, but it’s nice to know others
have got your back.” Everyone involved is
like Marnie: everyone has got everyone’s
back, and although there might have been
a few small mistakes, these were muffled
so professionally that they went unnoticed
to the audience.

A massive thank you should also go to
Mrs Jowitt for choreographing the Ophelia
Dance and Mr Metcalfe for directing a
triumph of a play. All of the children,
whether they played Hamlet or were just a
member of the chorus, worked together at
making this the spectacle it was.
Oliver Baylis and Billy Jordan
with help from Charlie Kempf

The original Hamlet didn’t have a musical
note in it, but ours changed like that for the
better. All of the musicians enjoyed learning
and performing their music. The work of

Uncle Crumble’s Time Machine

On Thursday 21st and Friday 22nd June, all the members of
Form 1 took to the stage to perform Uncle Crumble’s Time
Machine to packed audiences. Oliver Furze played the role of
Uncle Crumble, the eccentric inventor, whose latest creation is
a Sonic Fission Date Travel Converter. (A what? – A time
machine, of course.) During the course of the performance, the
children (Danny Adams, Jack Hamilton, Tabitha Sunderland
and Kiara Valkenburg) use Uncle Crumble’s invention to make
adventures through time. In ancient Rome, parents and
grandparents were stunned by the acrobats and amazed by the
power of the strongmen who could bend iron bars and break
rocks with their bare hands. Both children and adults alike
were mesmerised by the exotic dancers, frightened by the
vicious lions and captivated by the brutal gladiators.
Audiences were appalled by the tyranny of Caesar, superbly
played by August Msimang, (despite the poor emperor being
henpecked by the glamorous Cleo, acted by Amelia Rawling!).

Form 1 also invited their spellbound audiences back to 1967 to
glimpse the ‘flower power’ people of the Swinging Sixties, not
to mention a surprise performance by the chart topping Raving
Rocodiles Rock Band. In the futuristic City of London
Freemen’s School, in 200 years’ time, Tinface the robot (Clara
Harris) instructed the children to do easy sums such as 937 x
36, without the aid of calculators! Could the children answer
such questions without being zapped by Tinface’s ray gun?
Did Mark (Jack) fall in love with Sally (Kiara)? Did Fido,
Jasper, Rory and Leo the lions get their din-dins? Could it be
possible that Angie’s and Larry's flared trousers would come
back into fashion? And most importantly……would the time
machine leave the children stranded in time? These and other
vital questions were answered in front of the astounded
audience’s very eyes!
Mrs Catherine Williams
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